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Executive summary

For the ‘Brexiters’ that supported the departure of the United Kingdom from the European Union, one of the biggest supposed gains was that the UK would be free to do as it wished in domestic and international affairs, unencumbered by the bureaucracy in Brussels, judges in Strasbourg, or the need to take into account the interests of the EU’s 27 other member states. However, almost as soon as the transition period ended on 31 December 2020 and the UK was no longer bound by EU law, it became clear that the situation was somewhat more complicated – as many had warned in the years running up to the formal separation.

Ongoing disputes over fishing rights, the status of EU nationals in the UK and UK nationals in the EU, the situation in Northern Ireland and the movement of people across the Anglo-French maritime border make clear that Brexit has laid the foundations of a fractious long-term relationship, with significant implications for millions of people’s lives and livelihoods. However, amidst the headlines, diplomatic spats and political accusations and recriminations, one significant aspect of the post-Brexit agreement between the UK and the EU has received little attention: policing, judicial and security cooperation, the subject of this report.

Despite its frequent opposition to European integration, the British state was a major player in the EU security architecture that formally began to take shape following the Treaty of Maastricht in 1992, and which accelerated substantially over the following three decades. It consistently sought the approval of more intrusive surveillance powers at the EU level (for example, as regards air travel and telecommunications), played a significant role in the development of policing agency Europol as a centralised hub for information and intelligence-gathering and, through the supposed ‘special relationship’ with the USA, served as something of a ‘bridge’ for the EU in security matters.

Although the UK’s formal role in EU decision-making has now ended, the treaty signed between the UK and the EU in December 2020, the Trade and Cooperation Agreement (TCA), provides a base for substantial ongoing cooperation in justice and home affairs. Rather than breaking with the controversial model of ‘security’ proffered by the EU – underpinned by surveillance, coercion and control – post-Brexit cooperation will seek to build upon it, with significant implications for civil liberties, human rights, and the democratic scrutiny and control of state activity.

Nowhere is this more apparent than in the provisions that will allow the UK to participate in a future pan-European network of police facial recognition databases, as part of the EU’s ‘Prüm’ system. Prüm was established in 2008 and currently provides for the mutual interconnection and cross-border searching of national police forces’ DNA, fingerprint and vehicle registration databases. Upon finding a match, police forces can then exchange further personal data.

In December 2021 the European Commission proposed expanding the system to include facial recognition databases. This would make it possible for police forces to conduct Europe-wide searches using facial images extracted from photographs or video footage, laying the technological foundations for a pan-European mass biometric surveillance system. The Commission has also proposed the possibility of including “police records” in the system, which could open up uncorroborated data – including on protesters and campaigners – for cross-border searches.

Under the TCA, the UK can opt-in to this expanded system, and there is no need for the government to seek parliamentary debate or approval. This is a matter for serious concern given that in 2019, under pressure from the EU, the previous Conservative administration bypassed parliament to massively expand the number of DNA profiles available for searches by EU police forces.

The UK is also set to march in step with the EU in the controversial surveillance and profiling of travel. Since 2016, EU law has required the operators of almost all flights entering, leaving, or travelling within the bloc to transmit data on passengers to ‘Passenger Information Units’ operated by law enforcement authorities. The data is then subject to profiling and cross-checked against databases in the hunt for known suspects and ‘persons of interest’. The law is currently the subject of a number of legal challenges before the Court of Justice in Strasbourg, which is being asked to determine whether the blanket surveillance of travellers is compatible with the right to privacy.
The TCA maintains such a system between the UK and the EU, and the Westminster government has once again taken the opportunity to evade democratic scrutiny. The treaty includes provisions setting out when and how data on passengers travelling by air from the EU must be transmitted to UK authorities for profiling, cross-checking and analysis by the police. The domestic law implementing the treaty in the UK gives the Home Secretary the power to use secondary legislation to extend the rules to cover rail and sea travel, if such an agreement is struck with the EU. This would place all users of mass transit under police surveillance, turning all passengers into suspects: potentially guilty until proven otherwise.

The TCA also keeps the UK closely tied to the EU policing agency, Europol, and the EU judicial cooperation agency, Eurojust. As of March 2020, the UK was the fifth-largest provider of data to Europol, with over 63,000 ‘objects’ attributed to the country in the agency’s main database, the Europol Information System. That data remains in the agency’s systems and TCA ensures the flow will continue. This is likely to include information on protesters and activists – particularly in the context of the UK’s new Police, Crime, Sentencing and Courts Bill, which will lead to a significant increase in the surveillance of protest movements. Amongst other things, the UK also remains part of a network of undercover and covert policing units, the European Surveillance Group, which aims to “strengthen the tactical and technical capabilities of the European surveillance units.”

A number of the opt-ins available to the UK government can be approved by the new institutions set up by the TCA, two of which this report examines in detail: the Partnership Council and the Specialised Committee on Law Enforcement and Judicial Cooperation. The former sits at the top of the new institutional structure established by the TCA, while the latter is one of many committees established to deal with different policy areas covered by the TCA, such as trade, intellectual property and public procurement.

The Partnership Council is granted a wide range of decision-making powers concerning matters covered by the TCA, yet the treaty provisions on transparency and parliamentary scrutiny are weak, where they exist at all. The British public were promised that Brexit would let them take back control, but it appears that control is in fact to remain firmly in the hands of the executive.

Meetings of the Partnership Council and the Specialised Committee do not have to take place in public; publication of their decisions and recommendations is optional; and there is no obligation to publish documents produced for or discussed at meetings. Indeed, in response to formal requests from Statewatch, both the UK and the EU have refused to disclose documents produced for the first meeting of the Specialised Committee in October last year, citing the need to protect international relations.

The TCA requires the establishment of a Civil Society Forum, but this has no remit to scrutinise the treaty provisions on policing, judicial cooperation and security. There will also be a Parliamentary Partnership Assembly, made up of representatives of the European and UK parliaments, but the powers afforded to it are limited.

Beyond this, the European Commission has promised to keep the European Parliament fully-informed of the affairs of the Partnership Council and the various Specialised Committees. In the UK, meanwhile, the response of government representatives to questions in the House of Lords suggests they will not be taking a proactive approach to parliamentary scrutiny – in July last year, Lord True said that “arrangements for long-term scrutiny” of the post-Brexit relationship “must be proportionate,” and that “the Government will facilitate transparencies of the withdrawal agreement and TCA governance structures to the extent that we are able.”

The UK’s post-Brexit policing and security plans extend beyond its relations with the EU. To try to replace its loss of access to EU law enforcement databases, it plans to encourage greater information-sharing through Interpol, and to deepen cooperation in the ‘Five Countries’ framework, alongside Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the USA. It also retains its seat on the UN Security Council, an institution with a growing role in states’ domestic security arrangements; and will continue to try exerting influence through its membership of the G6 and G7.

The UK government’s current domestic programme is nothing less than a full-frontal attack on civil liberties and human rights. The Conservative Party aims to pass a host of new laws that will crack down on protest rights, criminalise asylum seekers and refugees, and shield itself from democratic and legal accountability through the ‘reform’ of election procedures, human rights
law, judicial review proceedings and the rules on official secrets. This is not, however, the end of the story. As the government seeks to make ‘Global Britain’ a reality, the security partnerships, policies and practices it seeks to put in place at the transnational and international levels must be seen in conjunction with its domestic plans, and opposed in equal measure wherever necessary. By providing a critical examination of the possibilities for cooperation between the UK and the EU, this report seeks to contribute to that task.
Introduction

“You say yes, I say no
You say stop
And I say go go go, oh no
You say goodbye and I say hello…”
- The Beatles, ‘Hello, Goodbye’

Four years of debate and voting in the House of Commons ended on 31 December 2020 when a deal was reached on the Trade and Cooperation Agreement (TCA), and the UK was no longer bound by EU law. While most of the subsequent public and political debate in the UK has focused on trade, customs and the situation in Northern Ireland, part of the plan for both the EU and UK from day one was to ensure a deal enabling cooperation on policing, crime and security. It is noteworthy that the very first section of the UK legislation implementing the TCA concerns security, followed by “trade and other matters”.

The TCA – made up of more than 2,500 pages of text, including declarations and annexes – was approved by an overwhelming majority in the UK parliament just four days after it was published. The European Parliament, meanwhile, spent four months examining the text, during which time it applied provisionally. It ratified the deal at the end of April.

Under the agreement, the UK and EU remain closely tied in the fields of police and judicial cooperation. The UK is firmly embedded at EU policing agency Europol, judicial cooperation agency Eurojust, and in pan-European undercover policing networks; will stay connected to databases and networks for exchanging DNA, fingerprints and vehicle registration data (which the EU plans to expand to include facial images and “police records”); can exchange all manner of “operational data” with EU and national agencies; participate in joint operations and take part in future planning. In short, the deal gives the UK a permanent basis for EU-UK security cooperation, on which it intends to build as part of its vision for ‘Global Britain’.

Key to this cooperation are new institutions – in particular, the Partnership Council and the Specialised Committee on Law Enforcement and Judicial Cooperation. Rob Wainwright, the former head of Europol, told the House of Commons Home Affairs Select Committee in February 2021:

“…[a] notable feature of this agreement is that it keeps the show on the road — quite significantly so. It gets us over the line of 31 December to a point where operational activity and co-operation continue in large part, as I said earlier, and in particular it gives us the platform on which to build for the future. I think it is really important that the UK Government and authorities see—I am sure they do—that this is not a static position that we have reached; it is a platform that we can build on.”

In the meantime, the UK will try to build upon the legacy of its pre-EU and colonial history, as Wainwright also observed:

“…we are going back to what we have always relied on, for several decades—in the case of Interpol almost 100 years, I think. If you take bilateral channels, for example, for several decades the UK, like other major countries in Europe, has maintained a network of bilateral police officers in countries around Europe and indeed around the world.”

Steve Rodhouse, Director General for Operations at the National Crime Agency, told the Committee that, with the loss of access to SIS II and its new ‘third state’ status, the UK in London and the UK representation in Brussels had developed a “plan” which involves “supplementing the international liaison officers we already deploy across Europe with a further 11 officers in our embassies in key countries.” They will “foster good relations and enable us to share information, seek information and… mobilise operational activity”. The UK hopes to establish new bilateral and multilateral partnerships with EU and other states, as well as making use of the Partnership Council and other

---

1 The UK formally left on 31 January 2020, but this was followed by a “transition period” of 11 months.
international institutions and agencies such as Interpol, to expand its security and policing powers. This may be beneficial for the interests of the British state and its “friends and partners” in Europe, but there are significant downsides, as this report demonstrates. The following section (section 2) provides a critical examination of the powers and activities provided for by the TCA in the fields of police and judicial cooperation. It goes on to examine the roles and powers granted to the new institutions set up by the TCA, in particular the Partnership Council and the Specialised Committee on Law Enforcement and Judicial Cooperation (section 3). Section 4 looks at some of the ways in which the UK will continue to exert influence over and play a role in the EU’s internal security machinery through existing international clubs and institutions, followed by conclusions.

Statewatch has spent the last three decades exposing, analysing and challenging the growing powers of the state over the individual, in particular with regarding to the laws and policies of the UK and the EU. It has frequently been claimed that when the clock struck midnight on 31 December last year, Brexit was “over”. In fact, as shown by queues of lorries on the road to Calais and the ongoing departure of refugees from the French coast, political uproar in Northern Ireland, supply shortages, fights over fishing rights, and the unresolved questions over the status of EU nationals in the UK and UK nationals in the EU, it has really only just begun – and this is as true for the repressive agencies of the state as it is for everyone else. It is vital to investigate, expose and where necessary oppose the intrusive and unwarranted use of the powers provided for by the TCA, and to ensure that the facts are available to the public. We hope that those who read this report will agree with us, and support Statewatch in its ongoing work.
The UK may have left the EU, but the arrangements that have been put in place to ensure ongoing law enforcement, judicial and security cooperation are extensive and, by their very nature, unprecedented – no member state has ever left the EU before. Following the European Commission’s controversial approval of data protection adequacy agreements for the UK, these provisions can be put to use.

Developing alternatives: new police data systems

There are all manner of projects and activities in which the UK no longer has any role. Most significantly, Brexit means the UK no longer has a role in decision-making on new EU laws and policies. In operational terms, one key ‘loss’ for the UK is access to the Schengen Information System II (SIS II), which was searched hundreds of millions of times a year by British law enforcement officials. Establishment commentary has bemoaned the loss of access to the SIS II, although many appear to have forgotten that the MEPs were trying to get the UK kicked out of the system even prior to Brexit due to repeated illegal use of the data in the system.5

In any case, there is a plan in place. For the time being, the UK is making greater use of Interpol’s I-24/7 system to access law enforcement alerts. To achieve ‘coverage’ equivalent to the SIS II, EU member states must enter alerts both into the SIS and the Interpol system, something that the UK is strongly encouraging they do.6 It is unclear to what extent EU member states have carried out the UK’s wishes.

Closer bilateral and multilateral cooperation will also be sought by the UK. Chris Jones, Europe Director at the Home Office, told the House of Lords European Scrutiny Committee in February this year that the UK is “hoping to enhance co-operation bilaterally between the UK and EU member states in the medium term” on “the ability to exchange spontaneously alert data in respect of wanted persons, missing persons, et cetera.”7

Cooperation with Europol may also be supplemented by memoranda of understanding “with particular member states,” in order “to sort out particular issues that may arise bilaterally. We are open to that,” he said. There are hundreds of bilateral deals on policing between member states;8 It may be that agreements with the UK will become part of the mix.

Julian King, the former UK representative at the European Commission responsible for the ‘Security Union’, confirmed this approach when he appeared before the Committee. He referred to an effort “to try to build up co-operation on these kinds of alerts and information about wanted people in particular – serious criminals, terrorists – among trusted countries.” He went on to say that the government has been “pursuing the idea of building up a new approach to sharing such alerts among what they called trusted partners, which would include Five Eyes [the UK, USA, Australia,

---

4 The adequacy decisions were approved in June this year, but can be revoked if the UK diverges too far from EU data protection standards. Whether the EU institutions would ever revoke them remains to be seen, but the UK is planning significant changes to its data protection regime that are likely to call into question the validity of those decisions. See: Luca Bertuzzi, ‘Commission adopts UK data adequacy decision with provisos’, Euractiv, 28 June 2021, https://www.euractiv.com/section/data-protection/news/commission-adopts-uk-data-adequacy-decision-with-provisos/; ‘UK: Plans to ease joint data processing by intelligence agencies, police and “national security partners”’, Watcht, 28 October 2021, https://www.watcht.org/news/2021/october/uk-plans-to-ease-joint-data-processing-by-intelligence-agencies-police-and-national-security-partners/


7 Ibid., Q49, https://committees.parliament.uk/oralevidence/1723/html/


---
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7 Ibid., Q49, https://committees.parliament.uk/oralevidence/1723/html/

The International Law Enforcement Alert Platform (I-LEAP) is an alternative alert sharing platform that may be capable of replicating some of the functionality of SISII, subject to agreements with EU and international partners. The Home Office's vision for the project is to:

"…provide a single mechanism for UK Law Enforcement users to access and share alerts related to people, documents and objects with International partners on a reciprocal basis at the point of need, thereby enabling UK and International Law Enforcement to better protect citizens."

The intention is for the system to provide real-time access to the Fixed Interpol Network Database (FIND) to enable searches on “nominal data” (“personal data and the criminal history of people subject to request for international police cooperation”). Future development of the I-LEAP system will "provide reciprocal access to International alert data exchange with bilateral partner(s)," provide access to the National Crime Agency and UK border authorities, and extend the number of Interpol databases available for searches. The international policing organisation operates 19 databases in total, which hold personal data, biometric and forensic data, and information on travel documents and objects such as motor vehicles and firearms.

An initial two-year, £8 million contract has been awarded to the multinational technology company Sopra Steria to help develop I-LEAP, which is planned to come into use by 2025. Given the ongoing abuse of Interpol's systems by authoritarian states across the globe, the development of this system will require close, critical scrutiny.

It is noteworthy that the TCA contains no provisions concerning cooperation on asylum, irregular migration, or deportations – matters in which both the EU and UK are keen on vigorous, and increasingly harmful, action. According to the EU, in the course of negotiating the TCA it proposed “a regular dialogue to cooperate in addressing irregular migration,” but the UK expressed a preference for concluding “agreements on the readmission of illegally entering or residing persons, and the transfer of unaccompanied minor asylum seekers.” It seems, however, that the UK failed to take into account that “neither of these two topics was part of the EU mandate.”

---


The UK has thus put its hopes on the conclusion of separate agreements with EU member states. A joint political declaration attached to the TCA underscores:

“…the United Kingdom’s intention to engage in bilateral discussions with the most concerned Member States to discuss suitable practical arrangements on asylum, family reunion for unaccompanied minors or illegal migration, in accordance with the Parties’ respective laws and regulations.”

So far, the Home Office’s attempts to strike bilateral deals allowing the return of asylum-seekers to EU states have gone down like a lead balloon, while attempts to get the French to prevent departures across the Channel appear to be as expensive as they are ineffective. The UK has also previously confirmed its intention to remain involved in projects dominated by EU member states and institutions that seek to crack down on the movement of people in Africa and elsewhere, with the Foreign & Commonwealth Office stating in 2019 that:

“The UK, as part of its future partnership with the EU, is seeking a strategic relationship to address the drivers of irregular migration in source and transit countries, including through joint programming as well as participation in relevant Europe-Africa and other dialogues (such as the Khartoum and Rabat Processes, and the EU-Egypt Partnership).”

However, the current state of UK participation in these projects is unclear.

Ongoing cooperation under the Trade and Cooperation Agreement

Exchanges of biometric and vehicle registration data (the ‘Prüm’ system)

The EU’s ‘Prüm’ system is a network of national databases containing DNA, fingerprints and vehicle registration data. It was made part of EU law in 2008, having started life as an international treaty between a number of EU member states. When it was brought into the EU legal order the decisions in question were taken by the Council alone, with the Parliament only able to offer non-binding recommendations – a democratic deficit that has been repeatedly criticised.

States connected to the Prüm network (which, after many years, now include almost all EU member states as well as the UK) are able to search each other’s databases and, in the case of a ‘hit’, request further data from the relevant authorities. The UK currently participates in the DNA and fingerprint aspects of the system, although it intends to

24 For example, the Khartoum Process website no longer lists the UK as a participating state, referring to the fact that it is no longer a member state. However, the government previously confirmed its intention to remain as part of the Process, and the states party to the agreement are listed independently, rather than solely as EU member states. See: Declaration of the Ministerial Conference of the Khartoum Process (EU-Horn of Africa Migration Route Initiative), Rome, 28 November 2014, https://www.khartoumprocess.net/resources/library/politica l-declaration/60-khartoum-process-declaration
interconnect its vehicle registration databases as well. This requires it to meet certain technical, procedural and legal requirements, including on data protection.

However, this is not the end of the story. The EU is currently planning to make significant, controversial changes to the Prüm system that would make national law enforcement databases containing facial images part of the network. Member states are also offered the possibility to enable mutual searching of “police records” (defined as “any information available in the national register or registers recording data of competent authorities, for the prevention, detection and investigation of criminal offences”). This would enable the cross-border comparison of facial images and data stored in police files.

The UK would be able to opt into this system with no domestic parliamentary debate whatsoever. The TCA states:

“In the event that the Union considers it necessary to amend this Title [on Prüm] because Union law relating to the subject matter governed by this Title is amended substantially, or is in the process of being amended substantially, it may notify the United Kingdom accordingly with a view to agreeing on a formal amendment of this Agreement in relation to this Title. Following such notification, the Parties shall engage in consultations.”

The introduction in EU law of a transnational police facial recognition system would thus require changes to the TCA, if the UK were to participate. In the UK, the negotiation of international treaties remains a prerogative of the executive, and the formal role reserved for parliamentary scrutiny is close to non-existent. In practice, some limited parliamentary oversight has been granted in recent years, but it is entirely within the government's power to negotiate, sign and ratify treaties without informing parliament of any the details beforehand. A treaty must be laid before parliament prior to ratification, but elected representatives can only delay that process, not prevent it. Numerous parliamentary committees have called for improvements, but the government "is reluctant to review the legislative framework," according to the House of Lords European Union Committee.

Parliament does retain a role in scrutinising legislation required to implement treaty obligations, but only in the case of primary legislation. Changes to secondary legislation do not require democratic debate, and changes to the Prüm regime could be made by either primary or secondary law. In this regard, the shoddy record of the Conservative Party in involving parliament in decisions over the Prüm system should be noted.

---

The story begins in 2009, when the Lisbon Treaty came into force and gave the Court of Justice (CJEU) jurisdiction over EU justice and home affairs law, meaning that questions concerning the national application and interpretation of EU laws on policing and judicial cooperation could be brought before judges in Strasbourg. That jurisdiction came into force immediately for measures passed after the Treaty entered into force; and after a five-year transitional period for measures passed before that point.

The UK, keen to avoid the Strasbourg court impinging upon its affairs wherever possible, negotiated two types of “opt out” in relation to this change. The first allowed the UK to opt out of participating in any EU justice and home affairs measure passed after the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty, albeit with the possibility of opting in later if it wished. The second provided for a “block opt out”, which allowed the UK to discard any pre-Lisbon measures by June 2014 – with the possibility of opting back in later if it chose to do so, under the new rules giving the CJEU jurisdiction.

In July 2013 the Conservative-Liberal Democrat coalition government invoked the block opt out, at the same time notifying the EU that there were 35 measures it wished to opt back into, subject to parliamentary debate. The Prüm Decisions were not amongst those, but due to the “practical and operational significance of the Prüm Decisions to the Union for public security,” they were the subject of a separate Decision that obliged the UK to undertake “a full business and implementation case in order to assess the merits and practical benefits” of re-joining.

In November 2015, six months after the Conservatives had become the sole governing party at Westminster, the government recommended the UK re-join Prüm, subject to parliamentary approval. It made that recommendation whilst noting that “some have had significant civil liberties concerns about the operation of Prüm,” given that it involves the transnational searching and exchange of sensitive biometric and other data by police forces.

To soothe those concerns, the government committed to only permitting searches of “DNA profiles and fingerprints of those actually convicted of a crime… to help avoid innocent British citizens becoming caught up in overseas investigations.” The biometric data of those suspected of committing a criminal offence would therefore be excluded from Prüm searches. The government would also only permit searches of data concerning “recordable offences” (those on which the police are required to keep a record), and would apply higher forensic science standards in the course of determining matches of DNA and fingerprint data. Parliament subsequently supported the opt in.

The current administration has been less willing to engage with elected representatives on these issues. In June 2020, the government buckled under pressure from the EU and reversed its previous position, announcing to parliament that police forces in England, Wales and Northern Ireland would make suspects’ data available for

---


35 The UK would have been unable to meet the requirements of the legislation by 1 December 2014 and could have faced infringement proceedings from the European Commission, according to the ‘Prum Business and Implementation Case’.


37 “A ‘recordable’ offence is one for which the police are required to keep a record. Generally speaking, these are imprisonable offences; however, it also includes a number of non-imprisonable offences such as begging and taxi touting. The police are not able to take or retain the DNA or fingerprints of an individual who is arrested for an offence which is not recordable.” See: Home Office, ‘Memorandum to the Home Affairs Committee’, Post-Legislative Scrutiny of the Protection of Freedoms Act 2012, March 2018, footnote 3, p. 8, https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/attachment_data/file/685894/cm-9579-postlegislative-scrutiny-protection-of-freedoms-2012-web.pdf

38 Hansard, 8 December 2015, https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201516/cmhansrd/cm151208/debtext/151208-0004.htm
with the Scottish government on the topic were ongoing.39

With a stroke of the pen, the government made DNA profiles taken from some 5.7 million people available for searching by law enforcement authorities in EU member states, reversing parliament’s decision only to share data on those convicted of a crime. A House of Commons committee concluded that it was:

“…deeply concerned at the Government’s lack of engagement with Parliament during the review process or involvement of Parliament in evaluating and endorsing the outcome of the review and the change in the Government’s policy…” 41

In a letter to James Brokenshire, the then-Security Minister, the committee underscored:

“We are also concerned that your Written Ministerial Statement makes no mention of wider stakeholder consultation on a policy change which has clear implications for the protection of civil liberties… The consequence of the Government’s policy change is that more data, with fewer safeguards, will be shared with EU Member States now that the UK has left the EU than was the case when the UK itself was a Member State.” [emphasis added]

The inclusion of police records in the Prüm network would make troves of potentially incorrect or unverified data available for cross-border searches, while a facial recognition component of Prüm would lay the foundation for a future ability to feed live CCTV footage into the network, technology permitting – creating the possibility of pervasive pan-European biometric surveillance on a mass scale. It is for this reason that many civil society groups are calling for an outright ban on any such possibility,42 and have expressed serious reservations about the Commission’s Prüm proposals.43

Travel surveillance and passenger profiling: Passenger Name Record (PNR) data

PNR data is collected by airlines, travel agents and other intermediaries during the booking of aeroplane tickets,44 and can include an individual’s name, address, financial details, travel itinerary, baggage information and meal preferences, amongst other things.45 The advent of the ‘war on

---

42 ‘Reclaim Your Face’, https://reclaimyourface.eu/
44 Similar systems are used by hotel companies, train companies and others.
45 Certain data categories – such as meal preferences or on who booked the ticket – could give away protected categories of data. For example, it is highly likely that someone ordering a halal meal would be Muslim; while if a trade union booked a member’s ticket, it would be possible to infer that they were likely a member of that trade union. The specific data sets covered by the TCA mirror those set out in the 2016 EU PNR Directive:
1. PNR record locator; 2. Date of reservation/issue of ticket; 3. Date or dates of intended travel; 4. Name or names; 5. Address, telephone number and electronic contact information of the passenger, the persons who made the flight reservation for the passenger, persons through whom an air passenger may be contacted and persons who are to be informed in the event of an emergency; 6. All available payment/billing information (covering information relating solely to the payment methods for, and billing of, the air ticket, to the exclusion of any other information not directly relating to the flight); 7. Complete travel itinerary for specific PNR; 8. Frequent flyer information (the designator of the airline or vendor that administers the program, frequent flyer traveller number, membership level, tier description and alliance code); 9. Travel agency/travel agent; 10. Travel status of passenger, including confirmations, check-in status, no-show or go-show information; 11. Split/divided PNR information; 12. Other Supplementary Information (OSI), Special Service Information (SSI) and Special Service Request (SSR) information; 13. Ticketing field information, including ticket number, date of ticket issuance and one-way tickets, automated ticket fare quote fields; 14. Seat information, including seat number; 15. Code share information; 16. All baggage information; 17. The names of other passengers on the PNR and number of passengers on the PNR travelling together; 18. Any advance passenger information (API) data collected (type, number, country of issuance and expiry date of any identity document, nationality, family name, given name, gender, date of birth, airline, flight number, departure date, arrival date, departure port, arrival port, departure time and arrival time); 19. All historical changes to the PNR listed in points 1 to 18.
terror’ in 2001 led to the start of a process in which western states sought to harvest this data for surveillance and profiling purposes. The policy has now gone worldwide after being pushed through the UN Security Council, part of the “global security architecture” that Rob Wainwright told the Home Affairs Committee the UK should be seeking to construct.46

Under EU and UK law,47 this data must be transmitted to law enforcement agencies so that they can cross-check it against databases and run it through profiling algorithms in the hope of finding ‘persons of interest’. The EU adopted its own rules on PNR in 2016, in the form of a Directive, after years of the European Parliament blocking the proposals. Those rules are now subject to a number of challenges before the CJEU, with an opinion due from the court at the end of January.48 The EU’s agreement with Canada was also condemned by the court, after the European Parliament requested a judicial assessment due to the threat it posed to privacy rights.49

The TCA ensures the continued transmission of PNR data from the EU to the UK, while data on flights originating in the UK will be transferred to the EU in accordance with the 2016 Directive. As with the Directive, the TCA allows PNR data to be used for “preventing, detecting, investigating or prosecuting terrorism or serious crime.”50 However, unlike the Directive, the TCA allows the UK to process PNR data for other purposes in “exceptional cases” when it is “necessary to protect the vital interests of any person.” Those exceptional cases can either concern “a risk of death or serious injury,” or “a significant public health risk, in particular as identified under internationally recognised standards.”51

This reference to public health is presumably included with the current coronavirus pandemic, and other possible future pandemics, in mind. This is an issue that is also under discussion in the EU. The German Presidency of the Council argued in July 2020 that “PNR contain at least some of the data that could enable the tracing and contacting of affected people and could help facilitate effective measures being taken.” However, no changes to the EU rules have yet been proposed in this regard. Alongside other standard data protection clauses, the TCA requires that the PNR data of most travellers be deleted after they have left the UK, in order to meet the requirements set out by the CJEU in its opinion on the EU-Canada agreement. However, as Access Now have highlighted:

“This positive step is nevertheless undermined by the several caveats that have been added to it, effectively limiting the application of this deletion obligation. First, the UK does not have to apply this provision for at least one year, and this derogation could be extended for another year if the Partnership Council agrees to it. In practice, this means that this provision may only take effect in 2023. In the meantime, PNR data of travellers that are not suspected of crimes and whose information is not needed for law enforcement purposes could be kept by the UK for another two years before the deletion obligation comes into force. The application of this provision will also be reviewed which means that the UK could potentially propose to remove it altogether.”52[emphasis added]

This derogation is included because the UK is apparently unable to delete data in accordance with the rules, and needs to make “technical

47 As well as that of the USA, Australia, Canada and a growing number of other states around the world.
51 Ibid.
adjustments” to its systems. In a report produced for the Specialised Committee on Law Enforcement and Judicial Cooperation, one of the new bodies set up by the TCA, the Home Office said that the system the UK needs to construct to meet its new obligation is “unique”, “without precedent”, “highly complex”, will require significant expenditure and may need extensive snooping powers to put into effect (similar problems may have discouraged the Japanese authorities from pursuing a PNR agreement with the EU\(^{53}\)). At the Committee’s meeting in October, the UK invoked the derogations provided for by the TCA, a request that was accepted by the Council in December.\(^{54}\)

Notwithstanding the problems the UK is apparently facing in setting up a new PNR system, the travel surveillance regime may well expand in years to come. The TCA is accompanied by a joint political declaration that lauds the potential “operational value” of PNR data gathered from “modes of transport other than flights, such as maritime, rail and road carriers.” This would place travel by land and sea under the same surveillance and profiling measures as that by air. The UK is already part of a pilot project on rail travel.\(^{55}\)

Such an extension has long been an objective of the EU, and was pushed by the UK when it was an EU member state.\(^{56}\) The declaration commits the two sides to “review, and if necessary, extend the agreement” on PNR to take into account any expansion of the EU travel surveillance regime. As with the expansion of the Prüm system, this may be possible without any meaningful parliamentary scrutiny – the legislation implementing the TCA grants the Home Secretary the power to modify the UK’s PNR rules to cover sea or rail travel by secondary legislation, in the event of any new agreement with the EU.\(^{57}\)

**Counter-terrorism and violent extremism**

A specific article of the TCA, set out in the section outlining the “basis for cooperation” between the UK and EU, concerns cooperation on counter-terrorism. It states that:

“The Parties shall enhance cooperation on counter-terrorism, including preventing and countering violent extremism and the financing of terrorism, with the aim of advancing their common security interests, taking into account, the United Nations Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy and relevant United Nations Security Council resolutions, without prejudice to law enforcement and judicial cooperation in criminal matters and intelligence exchanges.”\(^{58}\)

To achieve these ends, the TCA obliges the UK and EU “to establish a regular dialogue on those matters,” which should allow for:

“(a) the sharing of assessments on the terrorist threat;
(b) the exchange of best practices and expertise on counter terrorism;
(c) operational cooperation and exchange of information; and
(d) exchanges on cooperation in the framework of multilateral organisations.”\(^{59}\)

EU institutions have already begun discussing how this may work in practice, although details are yet to emerge.\(^{60}\) Informal groupings of intelligence

---


\(^{54}\) Council Decision (EU) 2021/2293 of 20 December 2021 on the position to be taken on behalf of the Union in the Partnership Council established by the Trade and Cooperation Agreement with the United Kingdom regarding the extension of the derogation from the obligation to delete passenger name record data of passengers after their departure from the United Kingdom, https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32021D2293


\(^{59}\) Ibid.

\(^{60}\) ‘Brexit: EU to push for Spanish border and asylum rules in Gibraltar; EU-UK counter-terrorism “dialogue” under consideration’, Statewatch, 8 October 2021, https://www.statewatch.org/news/2021/october/brexit-eu-
agencies that lie beyond any meaningful democratic scrutiny, such as the Counter-Terrorism Group, could provide one forum for cooperation.

“Operational information”

One section of the TCA concerns “cooperation on operational information.” The term is not explicitly defined in the text, although there are references to “relevant information” and “any information” that could be used for:

- the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences;
- the execution of criminal penalties;
- safeguarding against, and the prevention of, threats to public safety; and
- the prevention and combating of money laundering and the financing of terrorism.

Any authority with competence for these tasks is covered by this portion of the TCA, which effectively permits the free flow of data between law enforcement and other agencies in the UK and the EU. The text makes clear that data can be requested or provided spontaneously, and the requests and provision of data can take place:

“...to the extent that the conditions of the domestic law which applies to the requesting or providing competent authority do not stipulate that the request or provision of information has to be made or channelled via judicial authorities.”

Thus, any type of data or information exchange channel that is not explicitly subject to judicial control can be used to transfer data between the two territories, potentially with no further oversight:

carte blanche for the misuse and abuse of personal data by law enforcement authorities. However, other powers are also available – the UK’s National Crime Agency apparently intends to use provisions of the Crime and Courts Act on bilateral data sharing, rather than the provisions of the TCA.

Cooperation with Europol

Cooperation between UK authorities and Europol will relate to all crimes for which Europol is competent, as well as “related criminal offences”, defined as “criminal offences committed in order to procure the means of committing the forms of crime” explicitly mentioned by Europol’s mandate. Crucially, if EU legislators choose to amend that list, the Specialised Committee on Law Enforcement and Judicial Cooperation can amend the relevant part of the TCA, with no role for the Westminster parliament:

“Where the list of forms of crime for which Europol is competent under Union law is changed, the Specialised Committee on Law Enforcement and Judicial Cooperation may, upon a proposal from the Union, amend Annex 41 [listing the crimes for which Europol is competent] accordingly from the date when the change to Europol’s competence enters into effect.”

Negotiations currently underway in the EU institutions will not change that list of crimes, but will massively expand Europol’s ability to obtain and process personal data, including through the use of advanced technologies and analytical tools. Those tools will also be used on the data supplied to Europol by the UK.

---


63 Ibid.


The TCA goes on to set out the scope of cooperation between the UK and Europol. Along with the exchange of personal data, cooperation will “in particular include” the following:

- the exchange of information such as specialist knowledge;
- general situation reports;
- results of strategic analysis;
- information on criminal investigation procedures;
- information on crime prevention methods;
- participation in training activities; and
- the provision of advice and support in individual criminal investigations as well as operational cooperation.68

In order to facilitate these activities, the UK is to designate “a national contact point to act as the central point of contact” with Europol. This is the preferred route for information exchange, although direct exchanges will also be possible “if considered appropriate by both Europol and the relevant competent authorities.” The contact point will also be responsible for “review, correction and deletion of personal data,” indicating that the police will be assessing the lawfulness of their own data processing.69

Liaison officers may also be deployed by both the UK and Europol to facilitate cooperation, and the TCA requires that the UK’s liaison officers have “speedy and, where technically possible, direct access to the relevant domestic databases of the United Kingdom that are necessary for them to fulfil their tasks.”70 The UK’s liaison officers can also attend “operational meetings”, if invited. Likewise, UK officials can invite Europol, EU member state and third state representatives – along with “other stakeholders” – to meetings.71

According to Steve Rodhouse of the UK’s National Crime Agency:

“…very little will change in our relationship with Europol. We will still have the UK liaison bureau. We have not withdrawn people from there. We continue to have the right people in place… we have seen no deterioration in the volume, speed, quantity or quality of the intelligence we share through Europol. We continue to be able to do that. That is a really strong picture for us.”72

The quantity of information provided by the UK to Europol is significant. As of November last year, the Europol Information System contained 63,000 contributions from the UK,73 all of which the agency still holds – along with whatever else has been contributed since then. Amongst that data will be information on protesters and perceived “extremists”, a long-term interest for both the UK authorities and their European counterparts, and something that the latter appear to be increasingly interested in.74

Rodhouse’s counterpart Rob Wainwright, a former head of Europol, has commented on what the new situation might mean for the UK’s influence within the agency:

“…in informal ways, the UK, I think, will continue to have influence. It will not have that formal clout, of course, and, perhaps importantly, it will no longer have the ability to have people in positions of senior authority, but again, if the US and those other countries I have mentioned are any example to go by, actually the operational impact is still rather significant.”75

Further terms of cooperation between the UK and Europol may be set out in a formal working

---

70 Ibid.
71 Ibid.
agreement, “as appropriate”. In February, the Europe Director for the Home Office said that “detailed technical working arrangements” were “the live negotiation that we are hoping to conclude shortly.” The TCA also says the two sides:

“…shall endeavour to cooperate in the future with a view to ensuring that data exchanges can take place as quickly as possible, and to consider the incorporation of any new processes and technical developments which might assist with that objective, while taking account of the fact that the United Kingdom is not a Member State.”

Cooperation with Eurojust

The TCA also sets out the terms for cooperation with EU judicial cooperation agency Eurojust. This will primarily relate to the list of crimes for which Eurojust is competent, set out in both the Eurojust Regulation and an annex to the TCA. However, the Eurojust Regulation also permits the agency to assist with investigations into any other criminal offences if it is requested to do so by a member state, should the crime in question should affect two or more member states, or require “prosecution on a common base.”

As with the sections of the agreement covering Europol, “related criminal offences” will also be part of post-Brexit cooperation; and if the list of crimes covered by the agreement is changed in EU law, the Specialised Committee can amend the relevant annex with no UK parliamentary involvement:

“Where the list of forms of serious crime for which Eurojust is competent under Union law is changed, the Specialised Committee on Law Enforcement and Judicial Cooperation may, upon a proposal from the Union, amend Annex 42 accordingly from the date when the change to Eurojust’s competence enters into effect.”

In order to facilitate cooperation, the UK is to nominate at least one contact point within its competent authorities, and at least one of its contact points must be “the United Kingdom Domestic Correspondent for Terrorism Matters.”

This official is responsible, as the name suggests, “for handling correspondence related to terrorism matters.” Neither the TCA nor the Eurojust Regulation provide much further detail on this role, but the agency has considerably stepped up its counter-terrorism activity in recent years, including with the establishment of a dedicated database, the Judicial Counter-Terrorism Register.

The TCA also provides for the UK to second a Liaison Prosecutor to Eurojust, who may have up to five assistants. Those assistants can, “when necessary… replace the Liaison Prosecutor or act on the Liaison Prosecutor’s behalf.” That Prosecutor and their assistants must have access to the UK’s criminal records system and “any other register of the United Kingdom, in accordance with domestic law in the case of a prosecutor or person of equivalent competence.” Eurojust, meanwhile, may post a Liaison Magistrate to the UK. Their tasks and powers are to be set out in a separate

---

82 Article 584, ‘Contact points to Eurojust’, Trade and Cooperation Agreement, https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:22021A0430(01)#d1e26343-10-1
working arrangement, which was signed on 20 December 2021.

The UK’s Liaison Prosecutor and their assistants will be able to attend strategic meetings at Eurojust (upon the invitation of the agency’s president) and operational meetings (with the agreement of the national members). Equally, “National Members, their Deputies and Assistants, the Administrative Director of Eurojust and Eurojust staff” may attend meetings organised by the UK’s officials.

Surrender (extradition arrangements)

The arrangements for extradition set out in the TCA echo those in the EU’s European Arrest Warrant legislation and the extradition agreements between the EU, Iceland and Norway. As noted by one observer, the provisions of the TCA will “require very few changes to be made to the [UK] Extradition Act 2003,” which implemented the European Arrest Warrant legislation. The text of the TCA replaces corresponding provisions of the European Convention on Extradition and the sections of the European Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism that deal with extradition.

There are only “limited grounds upon which to refuse to execute an arrest warrant,” including political offences, states’ own nationals, the ne bis in idem principle and fundamental rights considerations, amongst other things. The possibility for the authorities to demand additional guarantees from their counterparts who have issued the arrest warrant “will provide extra nuance when judicial decisions to execute warrants are made.”

There are also “tight timescales within which the surrender process must be completed.” All warrants must be dealt with “as a matter of urgency” and final decisions must be taken within 10 days (where the person consents to surrender) or 60 days (where they do not). An extension of 30 days is possible if those time limits cannot be met. The TCA also reflects provisions of UK domestic law that seek to avoid “unnecessarily long periods of pre-trial detention,” an issue that is not explicitly part of the EU Framework Decision.

The Specialised Committee on Law Enforcement and Judicial Cooperation will take on a supervisory role over the surrender provisions of the TCA, with parts of the text requiring both the UK and EU (or its member states) to give notifications in certain cases, for example when they intend to waive the dual criminality requirement or invoke the political offence exception. The Partnership Council, the new EU-UK body that sits above the Specialised Committee, has also been involved in discussions on extradition, with the UK seeking to ensure that EU countries do not limit the possibilities for extraditing their own nationals to the UK.

---

88 Rosemary Davidson, ‘The EAW is dead; long live the UK-EU Surrender Agreement’, 6KBW, 1 January 2021, https://blog.6kbw.com/posts/the-eaw-is-dead-long-live-the-uk-eu-surrender-agreement
90 An article in Police Professional asserts that 12 EU member states have opted to make use of the nationality exception, meaning they will not extradite their own nationals to the UK; while “Austria and the Czech Republic will only extradite their own nationals with their consent.” See: ‘Continued Influence’, Police Professional, 23 June 2021, https://www.policeprofessional.com/feature/continued-influence/
93 Rosemary Davidson, ‘The EAW is dead; long live the UK-EU Surrender Agreement’, 6KBW, 1 January 2021, https://blog.6kbw.com/posts/the-eaw-is-dead-long-live-the-uk-eu-surrender-agreement
Mutual legal assistance

The TCA also includes provisions on mutual legal assistance, which aim to “supplement the provisions of, and facilitate the application between Member States, on the one side, and the UK, on the other,” of the European Convention on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters and its two additional protocols.95

The provisions allow relevant competent authorities from the UK or the EU (including EU agencies) to make requests for assistance in criminal investigations and prosecutions, as long as that request is “necessary and proportionate... taking into account the rights of the suspected or accused person,” and “the investigative measure or investigative measures indicated in the request could have been ordered under the same conditions in a similar domestic case.”96 This might include, for example, requests to gather evidence (including by covert means) or hear witnesses.

The TCA also allows the UK and EU to set up Joint Investigation Teams. The relationship between the parties in those teams “shall be governed by Union law, notwithstanding the legal basis referred to in the Agreement on the setting up of the Joint Investigation Team.”97

There are four situations in which one side is obliged to carry out a request for assistance made by the other:

“(a) the obtaining of information contained in databases held by police or judicial authorities that is directly accessible by the competent authority of the requested State in the framework of criminal proceedings;

(b) the hearing of a witness, expert, victim, suspected or accused person or third party in the territory of the requested State;

(c) any non-coercive investigative measure as defined under the law of the requested State; and

(d) the identification of persons holding a subscription to a specified phone number or IP address.”98

The requested authority may also choose to use a less intrusive measure than that requested, if it would achieve the same ends, although they must first inform the requesting authority of their intentions. The requesting authority may then “decide to withdraw or supplement the request.”99

Requests must be refused where the ne bis in idem (dual criminality) principle applies, and requested states must make a decision on whether or not to carry out the requested measure within 45 days of receiving the request. The request must be executed no later than 90 days after a decision has been made by the requested state.100 The time limits do not apply with regard to certain road traffic offences, although the Specialised Committee must keep this “under review”.101 Any request must be made through a standardised form, which will be drawn up by the Specialised Committee on Law Enforcement and Judicial Cooperation.102

Exchange of criminal record information

The TCA effectively copies-and-pastes the text of EU legislation on the storage and exchange of criminal record information, keeping the UK attached to the European Criminal Records Information System (ECRIS), albeit through a new system of its own that is being referred to as “UKRIS”.103 A political declaration attached to the TCA also makes it possible for the UK to opt in to a possible future extension of ECRIS to cover convictions or disqualifications on people recruited for “professional or organised voluntary activities that involve direct and regular contacts with...
vulnerable adults.” Reflecting the text in the joint declaration on PNR, it states that the EU and UK will “review and, if necessary, extend,” the provisions on criminal records “if the Union amends its legal framework in this respect.”104

ECRIS requires that every participating state designate a central authority responsible for storing and updating criminal records. When a national of that state is convicted in another participating state, information on the conviction must be sent to the state of nationality for storage by the central authority. In this manner, states should always be in possession of criminal record information concerning convictions or other criminal proceedings carried out against their nationals within another EU member state – and, now, the UK.

The intention is to facilitate access to that information by the authorities of other participating states: provided that they know someone’s nationality, and the individual in question is an EU or UK national, then they can ask the state of nationality whether they possess any information. Requests can be made for both criminal proceedings and administrative requirements (for example, jobs that require a criminal records check).

This no doubt serves a useful purpose in many professions and industries. The way that crimes are categorised in the system does, however, provide a useful reminder of how the law can be used politically. One heading is “offences against the state, public order, course of justice and public officials.” Under this heading, alongside “espionage” and “high treason”, comes “Insult of the State, Nation or State symbols”; “Extortion, duress, pressure towards a representative of public authority” (emphasis added); and “Public order offences, breach of the public peace”.105

Data received in response to a request for criminal record information can also be transferred to third countries, and the terms of the TCA are less restrictive than those of the EU’s own legislation. Under the EU rules, information taken from an individual’s criminal record and transmitted to another EU member state can only be transferred to a non-EU state for the purposes of criminal proceedings.106

Under the TCA, however, personal data may be disclosed to a “third country” on “a case-by-case basis” for the purposes of criminal proceedings, non-criminal proceedings, “or to prevent an immediate and serious threat to public security,” provided that the central authority considers “that appropriate safeguards exist to protect the personal data.”107 Thus, personal data received by an EU member state from the UK or by the UK from an EU member state in accordance with the TCA could be sent on to a third country for a whole variety of reasons unrelated to the original purpose of the transfer.

The EU is in the process of constructing a new database – the European Criminal Records Information System on Third Country Nationals (ECRIS-TCN) – that will facilitate the discovery of information about convicted non-EU nationals,108 a category that will now include UK citizens convicted in an EU member state. However, the UK does not participate in that system, and the government has said it intends to access information held in it by making “bilateral requests”.109

104 Joint political declaration on Title IX [exchange of criminal record information] of Part Three [law enforcement and judicial cooperation in criminal matters], https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32009F0315#d1e518-23-1-106
105 ‘Common table of offences categories, with a table of parameters, referred to in Article 5(1) and (2) of Chapter 1’ in Annex 44, ‘EXCHANGE OF CRIMINAL RECORD INFORMATION – TECHNICAL AND PROCEDURAL SPECIFICATIONS, https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:22021A0430(01)#d1e28322-10-1
Anti-money laundering, counter-terrorist financing, freezing and confiscation

The TCA contains provisions on anti-money laundering, countering terrorist financing, and freezing and confiscation orders. These have been explained in detail elsewhere.\(^{110}\)

The security research programme

The TCA maintains UK participation in EU funding programmes, subject to mutual agreement and the forthcoming conclusion of a protocol, which has been held up by the dispute over the post-Brexit situation in Northern Ireland.\(^{111}\) The draft of that protocol (‘Protocol I’) permits ongoing UK participation in the EU’s space programme, the research programmes on atomic energy and fusion energy, and – most notably for the purposes of this report – the Horizon Europe research and development programme.

Horizon Europe will run from 2021-27 and is the successor to the 2014-20 budget, Horizon 2020. It has a total budget of €95.5 billion, which will fund research and development activities on themes such as health, the environment, transport, energy and industry. This is good news for academics, scientists and others, many of whom protested vociferously at the potential loss of access to EU research funding. However, Horizon Europe will also continue the trend of financing the development of new security and surveillance technologies.

There is also a small but significant percentage of the funds – almost €1.6 billion – earmarked for the topic ‘Civil Security for Society’.\(^{112}\) The fundamental aim of this programme is to bolster states’ ability to respond to perceived security threats which, for the 2021-27 period, includes natural and man-made disasters; criminality and terrorism, including “violent radicalisation”; irregular migration; and “malicious cyber activities”.

The majority of security research funding from past programmes has gone to military and security corporations, large research institutes and universities.\(^{113}\) Limits can be placed on the involvement of organisations based in third countries on the grounds of security, which may affect UK participation in some projects,\(^{114}\) but on the whole it seems likely that the security-industrial complex in the UK and the EU will continue to benefit.

The UK will make financial contributions to the programmes in which it participates,\(^{115}\) and both sides must allow the entry and residence of individuals participating in joint activities, amongst other conditions.\(^{116}\) The UK may also participate in other programmes in the future, if the Specialised Committee on Participation in Union Programmes agrees on making an amendment.\(^{117}\)


The new UK-EU institutions

A range of new institutions have been established by the TCA, to govern what the text calls:

“...a broad relationship between the Parties, within an area of prosperity and good neighbourliness characterised by close and peaceful relations based on cooperation, respectful of the Parties’ autonomy and sovereignty.”

The Partnership Council

At the top of the institutional structure will be the ‘Partnership Council’, made up of representatives of the EU and UK and with a European Commissioner and UK government minister acting as co-chairs. The Council “may meet in different configurations depending on the matters under discussion,” which the TCA stipulates must concern the TCA itself, or any supplementing agreement – although it remains to be seen whether it will stick to these limits. It will meet “at least once a year”, with the first meeting held in June 2021.

The Partnership Council can:

- adopt decisions in respect of all matters permitted by the TCA or any supplementing agreement;
- make recommendations on the implementation and application of the TCA or supplementing agreement;
- adopt, by decision, amendments to the TCA or to any supplementing agreement in the cases provided for by the TCA or any supplementing agreement;
- discuss any matter related to the areas covered by the TCA or any supplementing agreement;
- establish, dissolve, change the tasks assigned to and delegate powers to Specialised Committees;
- make recommendations to the Parties regarding the transfer of personal data in specific areas covered by this Agreement or any supplementing agreement.

The Partnership Council has been granted significant power with only weak parliamentary oversight and accountability mechanisms. At a seminar in London in March 2021, Claude Moraes, a former MEP and chair of the European Parliament’s civil liberties committee:

“...emphasised how the slogan of “taking back control” had materialised in the executive taking control, in the form of powers assigned to the Partnership Council established by the TCA.”

The Commission notes in its factsheet on the TCA that the UK “no longer participates in or shapes rules of EU agencies for police and judicial cooperation.” However, while the UK may no longer sit at the table in the Council or on those agencies’ management boards, it has pulled up a chair at a different table. Time will tell how influential it proves to be.

The first meeting of the Partnership Council took place on 9 June, with some 90 officials in attendance – 45 from each side. Law enforcement issues were on the agenda, with the UK side stating that “in general, the arrangements on law enforcement are working well in practice, notably the progress made on the Europol working arrangements.” The EU:

“...called on the UK to ensure it would comply with the changes required under the TCA in respect of passenger name records as well as the evaluation mechanism on exchange of

DNA and fingerprints which are part of the so-called Prüm-framework.”

The UK also raised concerns over extradition from the Netherlands and Portugal to the UK, and proposed the matter be “picked up in the Specialised Committee on Law Enforcement and Judicial Cooperation before the summer.” However, the first meeting of the Committee did not take place until mid-October.122

The Specialised Committee on Law Enforcement and Judicial Cooperation

Amongst the many Committees sitting under the Partnership Council is the Specialised Committee on Law Enforcement and Judicial Cooperation. Like the other Specialised Committees set up under the agreement (covering, for example, trade, intellectual property and public procurement), this is to be co-chaired by the EU and the UK. It is granted the power to:

- monitor and review the implementation and ensure the proper functioning of the TCA or any supplementing agreement;
- assist the Partnership Council in the performance of its tasks, in particular by reporting to the Partnership Council and carrying out any task it assigns to the Specialised Committee;
- adopt decisions, amendments, and recommendations where permitted by the TCA or any supplementing agreement “or for which the Partnership Council has delegated its powers to the Committee”;
- provide a forum for the exchange of information, discussion of best practices and sharing of experience regarding implementation of the TCA; and
- provide a forum for consultation on dispute settlement.123

Along with these overarching roles, there are over 30 specific tasks designated to the Specialised Committee in the TCA. These include serving as a communication hub between the two sides (for example, to receive notifications on offences covered by the extradition provisions), and establishing standard forms and procedures to try to ensure smooth cooperation, for example on mutual legal assistance.

The Specialised Committee on Law Enforcement can also, like all the other Committees, “establish, supervise, coordinate and dissolve Working Groups.” These are to act under the supervision of the Committee and assist them in carrying out their work, “in particular” by preparing the Committee’s work and carrying out “any tasks assigned to them”. They can adopt their own rules of procedure.124

Rules of procedure

The Partnership Council and the Specialised Committee are bound by rules of procedure set out in an Annex to the TCA, although a Committee can “adopt and subsequently amend its own rules that govern its work,”125 should it so desire. The rules of procedure provide for the establishment of a Secretariat for the Council and the Committees, set out how meetings should be convened and conducted, and include some (limited) transparency requirements.

Decisions and recommendations

Decisions adopted by the Partnership Council or Committees:

“…shall be binding on the Parties and on all the bodies set up under this Agreement and under any supplementing agreement, including the arbitration tribunal referred to in Title I [Dispute settlement] of Part Six.” [emphasis added]

Recommendations, on the other hand, “shall have no binding force,” but are a form of ‘soft law’ that can serve as a basis for cooperation or joint action. Both recommendations and decisions will be adopted by mutual consent, either at meetings or by a written procedure.\textsuperscript{126}

**Parliamentary cooperation and involvement**

The Agreement states that:

“The European Parliament and the Parliament of the United Kingdom may establish a Parliamentary Partnership Assembly consisting of Members of the European Parliament and of Members of the Parliament of the United Kingdom, as a forum to exchange views on the partnership.”\textsuperscript{127} [emphasis added]

Discussions on establishing this Assembly are apparently ongoing. The TCA affords it a rather limited set of powers:

“…the Parliamentary Partnership Assembly:

(a) may request relevant information regarding the implementation of this Agreement and any supplementing agreement from the Partnership Council, which shall then supply that Assembly with the requested information;

(b) shall be informed of the decisions and recommendations of the Partnership Council; and

(c) may make recommendations to the Partnership Council.”\textsuperscript{128} [emphasis added]

This is the only formal role that the TCA affords to either the Westminster or European parliament, leaving the exact nature of parliamentary oversight to each side’s constitutional arrangements. The European Commission issued a statement on this matter in April, saying that it would:

“…ensure that the European Parliament is immediately and fully informed of the activities of the Partnership Council, the Trade Partnership Committee, the Trade Specialised Committees and the other Specialised Committees established by the EU-UK Trade and Cooperation Agreement, subject to the necessary arrangements in order to preserve confidentiality.”\textsuperscript{129}

Whether the Commission will stick to its word – and how meaningful the information it provides will be – remains to be seen, but its detailed statement stands in stark contrast to the pronouncements of the UK side.

In the House of Lords, government representatives have been vague as to how the UK parliament might achieve meaningful oversight of the new arrangements.\textsuperscript{130} On 12 July 2021, speaking for the government, Earl Howe remarked that: “It is not in any way our desire to have a process that lacks transparency.” However, he also suggested that any member of the house who wanted more information on the activities of the new institutions should table a parliamentary question,\textsuperscript{131} which suggests the government will not be taking a proactive approach.

This appears have been confirmed on 21 July, when Howe’s counterpart Lord True declared that while the government was “very appreciative” of the input it had received from both houses of parliament on the possible form of scrutiny arrangements, they should perhaps not expect too much:


\textsuperscript{128} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{130} In a January 2021 report, the House of Commons Committee on the Future Relationship with the European Union set out a number of recommendations on future scrutiny arrangements: ‘The shape of future parliamentary scrutiny of UK-EU relations’, 14 January 2021, [https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/4370/documents/44329/default/](https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/4370/documents/44329/default/)

“…arrangements for long-term scrutiny must be proportionate and focused on areas where the United Kingdom has direct legal obligations under the new relationship. However, the Government will facilitate transparencies of the withdrawal agreement and TCA governance structures to the extent that we are able.”

**Participation of civil society**

Civil society is also granted a role in the new arrangements. The TCA obliges the UK and EU to:

“…consult civil society on the implementation of this Agreement and any supplementing agreement, in particular through interaction with the domestic advisory groups and the Civil Society Forum…”

The “domestic advisory groups”, which can be newly-created or already in existence, should consist of:

“…a representation of independent civil society organisations including non-governmental organisations, business and employers’ organisations, as well as trade unions, active in economic, sustainable development, social, human rights, environmental and other matters.”

The UK and EU are obliged to “consider views or recommendations” put forward by these groups, and “shall aim to consult with their respective domestic advisory group or groups at least once a year.” To publicise their existence, the UK and EU “shall endeavour to publish the list of organisations participating”.

The Civil Society Forum, meanwhile, is intended to promote dialogue between the domestic advisory groups from the UK and EU, and “to conduct a dialogue on the implementation of Part Two” of the TCA, dealing with trade, transport, fisheries and other largely economic matters. As pointed out by the House of Lords, “it has no locus to discuss Part Three, on law enforcement and judicial cooperation in criminal matters.” The Civil Society Forum “shall meet at least once a year, unless otherwise agreed by the Parties.” The Partnership Council has the power to adopt “operational guidelines for the conduct of the Forum.”

**Transparency: nothing to see here**

Given the extensive powers granted to these new institutions and the implications for state powers and civil liberties entailed by the TCA, one might expect that the agreement would also provide for a substantial level of transparency as a means of ensuring democratic scrutiny and accountability. This is not the case.

There is no binding requirement for meetings to take place in public – rather, the co-chairs of the Partnership Council or Specialised Committee “may agree” upon that matter. It is also left to the UK and EU to decide whether to publish any decisions or recommendations that are adopted: “Each Party may decide on the publication of the decisions and recommendations of the Partnership Council in its respective official journal or online.”

Agendas and minutes, on the other hand, must be made public, although there is no requirement for the publication of, or maintenance of a public register for, the documents discussed at the meetings. It is glaring that there is no specific commitment to implement the EU rules on access

---
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to documents\textsuperscript{140} or the UK’s Freedom of Information Act,\textsuperscript{141} although these do both apply to the agreement.

There is, however, an Agreement on classified information, which says:

“For the purposes of this Agreement, ‘classified information’ means any information or material, in any form, nature or method of transmission which is:

(a) determined by either Party to require protection against unauthorised disclosure or loss which could cause varying degrees of damage or harm to the interests of the United Kingdom, to the interests of the Union or to the interests of one or more of its Member States.

(b) marked accordingly with a security classification as set out in Article 7."\textsuperscript{142}

It should be noted that now the UK is out of the EU, documents and information concerning relations between the two sides can be classified as concerning international relations – thus providing another potential reason for refusing access to them under freedom of information and access to documents rules, precisely as has happened with requests made by Statewatch for documents discussed by the Specialised Committee.

It is essential that the work of the new Partnership Council, the Specialised Committees and their working groups are subject to democratic accountability. While the Parliamentary Partnership Assembly, domestic advisory groups and the Civil Society Forum may provide a degree of this, it seems that part of the job will be left to investigative journalists and independent organisations.\textsuperscript{143}

\begin{center}
\textbf{Article 7, EU-UK Agreement concerning security procedures for exchanging and protecting classified information}
\end{center}

1. In order to establish an equivalent level of protection for classified information provided by or exchanged between the Parties, the security classifications shall correspond as follows:

\begin{tabular}{l l}
\textbf{EU} & \textbf{United Kingdom} \\
TRES SECRET UE/EU TOP SECRET & UK TOP SECRET \\
SECRET UE/EU SECRET & UK SECRET \\
CONFIDENTIEL UE/EU CONFIDENTIAL & No equivalent – see paragraph 2 \\
RESTREINT UE/EU RESTRICTED & UK OFFICIAL-SENSITIVE \\
\end{tabular}

2. Unless otherwise mutually agreed between the Parties, the United Kingdom shall afford CONFIDENTIEL UE/EU CONFIDENTIAL classified information an equivalent level of protection as for UK SECRET classified information.


\textsuperscript{143} There are some other anomalies in the text regarding transparency. The UK and EU are both obliged to notify one another of the authorities responsible for certain activities covered by the TCA (for example, the authority responsible for processing PNR data or for dealing with legal assistance requests). The EU is obliged to publish the names of the authorities notified to it by the UK, but there is no such requirement for the UK to do the same with the notifications provided by the EU.
Other sites of influence

We should not forget that the UK state machine is used to informal methods of cooperation in security matters, not least given its past membership of the Trevi intergovernmental complex (1977-1993). On 2 September 1977 the UK joined Trevi’s ad hoc and new structures to give officials (the Home Office, police, immigration, customs, and security agencies) unprecedented access to decision-making, with MI5 as the central contact point on intelligence matters and the Metropolitan Police’s European Liaison Section dealing with policing matters. A senior officer at Scotland Yard described the process:

“Once you get your proposal agreed around the individual working groups, you will get a ministerial policy decision at the end of the current six months. You must remember that the largest club in the world is Law Enforcement - and in Trevi you have that plus ministerial muscle.”

The Trevi set-up was later incorporated into the EU machinery with the adoption of the Treaty of Maastricht, a decision that started the development of the EU’s now-substantial internal security machinery.

Beyond the Partnership Council and Specialised Committee, the UK will retain an ongoing influence on affairs in the EU and elsewhere through the UN, the Five Eyes and other security agency clubs, and other groupings such as the G6 and G7. The UK also remains a member of NATO and Interpol (the latter being a major focal point for the UK’s policing plans), and officials continue to cooperate with EU institutions, agencies and member states, for example in Libya.

As Rob Wainwright, former head of Europol, told the House of Commons Home Affairs Committee, the UK is aiming to build:

“…a new architecture of global security co-operation, a very healthy part of which is Europe. This goes to what the UK’s future vision state is, of an architecture that can connect the power of the Five Eyes alliance, the Interpol community and Europol.”

In a world undergoing fundamental shifts in the balance of economic and political power, there is of course no guarantee that this project will work as intended. Nevertheless, the UK’s ongoing international influence certainly gives it a good starting point.

UN security Council

The UK is one of the five permanent members of the UN Security Council (alongside China, France, Russia and the USA), and as such will retain significant influence over the shape of the developing global state security machinery. Security Council resolutions must be implemented by all UN member states, and are also implemented by the EU, on occasion with gusto – in 2015, the European Commission proposed ‘gold-plating’ anti-terrorism rules by piling additional powers on top of those promulgated by the Security Council, a move subsequently approved by the Parliament and Council.
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147 “With support from EUBAM, from the IcSP-funded Counter-Terrorism in the Middle East and North Africa Project (CT MENA), from the CT expert from EUDEL and from the UK, the National Counter Terrorism Team (NCTT) developed a national CT strategy for Libya, in-line with international standards.” See the document available here: https://www.statewatch.org/news/2021/march/libya-interceptions-of-people-fleeing-by-sea-increase-as-eu-border-mission-seeks-two-year-extension/
Those powers, set out in the 2017 Directive on combating terrorism,\(^\text{150}\) were the result of a 2014 Security Council Resolution requiring new criminal law measures to detect and prevent the movement of foreign terrorist fighters.\(^\text{151}\) A further Security Council Resolution in 2017 mandated the use of Passenger Name Record and Advance Passenger Information systems and the establishment of ‘watchlists’ and biometric databases for tracking travel,\(^\text{152}\) which is being enforced through a series of International Civil Aviation Organisation standards\(^\text{153}\) and a host of projects launched by UN agencies. In 2019 the Security Council determined that organised crime should also come within the remit of these systems.\(^\text{154}\)

In terms of international influence, it is also noteworthy that the EU is continuing to use UK sanctions listings as a basis for adding individuals to its own sanctions list. A Council document from the end of June 2021 proposed adding a number of individuals to the EU’s sanctions list based on decisions of the UK Foreign Secretary. There is no reference to Brexit in the document, merely a discussion of the ways in which the UK’s anti-terrorism legislation is substantively and procedurally equivalent to the EU’s.\(^\text{155}\) EU member state representatives in COREPER were invited to approve the list,\(^\text{156}\) which they did in early July.\(^\text{157}\)

**The ‘G’ clubs**

The UK also remains in the ‘G’ groupings of states – notably the G6 and the G7. The G6 (Group of Six) brings together interior ministers from France, Germany, Italy, Poland, Spain and the UK.\(^\text{158}\) It was founded in 2003 and meets in secret every six months. The USA and the European Commission also attend meetings.\(^\text{159}\)

In 2006 the UK House of Lords condemned the group’s secret-decision making, saying that if the decisions it had made were taken forward, they “would involve important changes to current EU thinking and to declared [UK] Government policy.”\(^\text{160}\) It was recently described by a government minister as “one of the most important long-term, multilateral forums in which to discuss priority home affairs issues with some of our closest security partners”\(^\text{161}\) – perhaps a case of the government blowing both its own trumpet and those of its remaining international allies, but noteworthy nonetheless.

---


\(^\text{155}\) Council of the EU, ‘Council Common Position 2001/931/CFSP on the application of specific measures to combat terrorism and Council Regulation (EC) No 2580/2001 on specific restrictive measures directed against certain persons and entities with a view to combating terrorism - statements of reasons’, 10005/21, 29 June 2021

\(^\text{156}\) Council of the EU, ‘Council Decision and Implementing Regulation on restrictive measures to combat terrorism - Common Position 2001/931/CFSP – review’, 10006/21, 30 June 2021


Then there is the G7 (formerly the G8), which has a number of sub-groups active in devising strategies and polices. For example:

“The G8 Roma-Lyon Group mainly focuses on strategies relating to public security in an effort to combat terrorism and transnational crime. It gathers experts who are all civil servants from the G8 members, mainly from justice, foreign affairs and law enforcement services and intelligence agencies. The Group consists of several sub-groups dealing with different aspects of transnational crime.”

Russia was thrown out in 2014, making the group the G7: Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the UK and the USA. The European Commission also attends.

The Five Eyes and clubs of spies

The UK is a founding member of the ‘Five Eyes’ intelligence network established by the 1946 UKUSA Agreement. The UK and USA were later joined by three former British colonies, Canada, New Zealand and Australia, ideal members to engage in global surveillance and signals interception because of their geographical locations. The UK’s ‘eyes and ears’ are under the control of GCHQ, which has its headquarters in Cheltenham and a large base in Cyprus which monitors the Middle East. It also monitors all cross-Atlantic communications from its listening post in Bude, Cornwall.

The international influence and scope of the spying carried out by the Five Eyes (and extended formations such as the Nine Eyes and Thirteen Eyes) were made plain by the Snowden revelations. The head of GCHQ is on the record as saying that security and intelligence agencies – who also cooperate on a bilateral and multilateral basis with their counterparts in EU member states, for example through the Counter-Terrorism Group and the Club de Berne – will not be affected by Brexit.

The Five Eyes states – who now refer to themselves as the “Five Countries” – have also taken it upon themselves to cooperate on a range other matters, setting up a Five Eyes Law Enforcement Group, a Border Five and a Migration Five, with a Five Country Ministerial meeting providing an overarching political framework.

It is also unlikely that undercover police operations will be significantly affected by Brexit – indeed, even while the UK was part of the EU, the police units deploying ‘spycops’ such as Mark Kennedy did not bother to inform their counterparts abroad when agents were present on their territory. In October last year, the European Surveillance Group – a merger of three separate networks of police units dealing with undercover and covert operations, from both EU and non-EU states, including the UK – started reporting directly to the Council of the EU’s Law Enforcement Working Party. The aim of the merger was to create “a pan-European expert group in the field of surveillance,” to “strengthen the tactical and technical capabilities of the European surveillance units.”
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165 “We’re leaving the EU but not Europe. And after Brexit, the UK will continue to work with the EU and the EU member states. We have excellent relationships with intelligence and security agencies right across the continent,” Jeremy Fleming told the BBC. Source: ‘GCHQ director urges co-operation after Brexit’, BBC News, 20 June 2018, https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-44542490
The conclusion of the Trade and Cooperation Agreement closed one chapter in the history of UK-EU relations, and opened another. As was promised, both sides sought to ensure the widest possible ongoing cooperation on justice and home affairs issues – an area in which, unlike trade or environmental regulation, there is strong agreement on the means and methods that should be employed. As this report has demonstrated, a number of the provisions pose a clear danger to civil liberties, at the same time as failing to provide meaningful possibilities for democratic scrutiny and accountability.

The new arrangements create supranational policing and security structures that will be even more opaque and unaccountable than that which existed when the UK was still a member state of the EU. This is particularly concerning given the political declarations encouraging the extension of invasive surveillance systems – in particular, on facial recognition and travel – without any explicit requirement for parliamentary debate or scrutiny. The same goes for the potential extension of the remits of Europol and Eurojust, and the fact that provisions on the use of PNR and criminal records data provide more grounds for processing and sharing data with other countries than when the UK was an EU member state. For the average person, it is hard to see how this is “taking back control” – although it is not unfair to assume that this slogan only ever really applied to the UK executive.

Indeed, it is the executive (through the Partnership Council) and numerous state officials (through the Specialised Committee on Law Enforcement and Judicial Cooperation) who will wield significant power under the new arrangements. As the UK government has demonstrated since the onset of the pandemic, it is very happy to make the most of the strong executive power afforded by the British system of government. Its domestic programme is strongly concerned with undermining or abolishing measures that make it possible for the public to hold the state to account, and it appears this enthusiasm for unaccountability extends to the limited oversight arrangements set out in the TCA. The Partnership Council in particular has extensive powers with little oversight, scrutiny or accountability to keep it in check. It is obliged to supply the Parliamentary Partnership Assembly (PPA) with information, if requested, although there are no provisions guaranteeing that right to the UK or European parliaments individually.

The PPA must also be “informed” of the decisions and recommendations of the Partnership Council and Specialised Committee, but it will have no input into them, apart from being granted the possibility of making recommendations. MPs in the Westminster and European parliaments will have their work cut out if they wish to hold these new institutions meaningfully to account – particularly the former, where the government has so far made no binding commitments on what scrutiny arrangements will be put in place.

Issues with transparency and accountability are compounded by the potential the new setup provides for the broad application of exemptions to releasing information. There is no requirement to publish the documents discussed or produced by the new EU-UK institutions. While the agendas and minutes of meetings, and any decisions or recommendations that are agreed upon, are to be published, there is a risk that everything else will be PR. This problem is compounded by the fact that as cooperation between the EU and UK now falls into the realm of international relations, officials will be afforded a further reason to refuse to disclose documents or information in response to formal requests.

The powers afforded by the TCA require serious scrutiny and close monitoring. A failure to do so gives a green light for the UK authorities and their counterparts in the EU institutions and member states to construct a supranational security state infrastructure, with dangerous implications for civil liberties and democratic control, unquestioned.

169 ‘Stand Up To Power’, Liberty, [https://www.libertyhumanrights.org.uk/fundamental/stand-up-to-power/](https://www.libertyhumanrights.org.uk/fundamental/stand-up-to-power/)